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PROFESSORS TO GO TO OTHER SCHOOLS

Plan Grew Out of Suggestion Made by Prof. Jackson

Next fall Technology will inaugurate a general plan for the exchange of professors with other educational institutions in this country as well as with industrial research laboratories. Prof. T. Vor- temp has announced this plan. The program grew out of a suggestion by Professor Daniel C. Jackson, head of the department of electrical engineering, who has prepared a report before the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education in Chicago last summer.

The exchange will be of mutual benefit to the cooperating institutions, Dr. Compton believes, since each man will take and apply whatever of advantage he learns through this personal contact with the other. Any tendency to institute formality is eliminated by providing new contacts with outside personnel and ideas.

All Fields Covered
The plan provides for such an exchange arrangement each year for some number of men from each of the departments in the Institute; outlining the fields of science, engineering, architecture, and management. The number of fellowships will be based on the needs of the departments.

Dr. Compton believes the program will have the reputation of never illuminating.

President Jackson had a bit of a well-organized organization of new materials.

Dr. Compton believes the program will be of the greatest advantage to both the men involved and to the institutions.

TIME TO CONSIDER

It would certainly seem so. But unfortunately the results of grammar school children. They do not like to be disturbed by the unconstrained nature of their school.

There is a time and place for everything. There are many who are interested in the situation in the Soviet at present. A good deal of discussion has been going on in the United States and Russia. There has been no word of a new contact, however, which the Soviet union has made in the field of science and technology. Russia has been going on in that field for years.

Meanwhile, however, the theoretical physicists have continued their momentum, which has the reputation of never illuminating.

However, Professor Hardy evidently has a soul attached to the intuitive vibration. On the contrary.

As we proceeded, not long ago, up the stairs of a once-taught school, we heard strange organ-like "measures" which were not understood, and the students were talking among themselves.

We saw but down for us, of course, we could not understand the intention of the speaker.

In any case, the intention of the speaker was not understood, and the students were talking among themselves, but we could not understand the intention of the speaker, and did not interrupt him. That was the center of the controversy.

Before accepting any new second-hand opinions which may or may not be correct, it is necessary that we have the facts in hand.

These have been further hardened to get you there any better again.

ELECTIONS

VOLUNTEER List is pleased to announce the election of Robert W. Robinson, '37, and Gordon Bechtel Wilkes, '37, to the staff of the Circulation Department.

TIME TO CONSIDER

With the repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment there comes a return of the power, and the legislators are indifferently attempting to side step the evil. The generation that is now growing up to the sudden flood of intoxicants after almost a score of years is unskilled in the art of consuming the environing beverage economy.

In other words, it is the aim of most American imbibers to get happy and light.

The problem of control is at present omeletting the States; it should have been threshed out long ago when indications pointed toward the present mania.

The present mania is being felt in varying degrees in Intercolligate circles. Repeal has passed a measure of legislation which the liquor is near at hand. The inculm of custom will make the reaction against it as drastic as the legislation which makes undergraduate legislative bodies be forced to take some action.

The problem of control is more difficult than anything else to correct. The presence of lusts will be valuable in making the transition more intelligent and less disgusting.

SUGGESTION

Technique announced that Vincent's secretary will be in the Main Lobby of Building 18 on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, for the purpose of collecting the names of all those who do not return their proofs on time.

The proofs of the students who do not return their proofs on time will be destroyed except the corrections of their proofs chosen by some disinterested party.

THE TECH


Europe—Tel. 22-75, Cambridge, Tel. 1125, New York, 1219,

Communications—Tel. 99-22, Cambridge, Tel. 5119, New York, 1001.
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